“LASH STYLIST” TRAINING - LEVEL A & B
LEVEL A
1. Training Title:

Become a “Lash’ Stylist”

2. Objective LEVEL A:

Learn the technique of a set up of eyelash extensions and the knowledge of hygiene and safety regulation

3. No previous knowledge or experience needed for the LEVEL A.

LEVEL A

1st day

The THEORETICAL part: from 9:00 a.m to 1:00 p.m

9:00 a.m to 12:30 noon Course realized with a slide screening:
- The lash: Composition and typology. Role and function. Life cycle.
- Lash analysis to define the different extensions to apply.
- Professional products: know the products and tools used.
- Security protocol & hygiene.
- Different steps of a set up of lash extensions, infill & remove of extensions.
- Contra indications.
- Retail products for the maintenance (information to the customers, precautions & recommendations)
- Consumer questions.
- Communication & marketing: Welcome, advice and selling the service & the products for maintenance.

LEVEL A

1st day

The PRACTICAL part: from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m

Be careful, before any training; please be sure that your eyesight and your eyeglasses are adapted to this meticulous work. Avoid long nails which
could be uncomfortable, particularly when you are maintaining the skin and the eye.

2:00 p.m to 5:00 p.m

Organization of your work place:
- Hand hygiene and work place hygiene
- Installation of your work table
- The environment and waste
- Welcome of the model, consultation form, precautions and identification of the wishes,
- Picture before the service
- Lay the model on the couch; analyze the natural lash fringe, choice of the extensions
- Eye Security protocol: Demonstration of the application of the SECURYCARE patch
- Demonstration of the isolation of the natural lash and application of an extension
- Put in practice: gain good automatisms
- Picture after the service
- Recommendations, maintenance advices, signature of the certificate of compliance.
- Payment of the service and further appointment.

5:00 p.m to 6:00p.m

LEVEL A

Debriefing

2nd day

The THEORETICAL part: from 9:00 a.m to 10:00 a.m

- The epidermis and the skin
- The cutaneous vascularization
- Knowledge of the eye: Description, traumatisms and infections of the eye, eye hygiene.
- Regulation: Making and liabilities of the launching on the market of the products: Labeling: obligatory labeling.

LEVEL A

2nd day

The PRACTICAL part: from 10h00 a.m to 1h00 p.m and from 2:00 p.m to 5:30 p.m

10:00 a.m to 1:00 p.m
2:00 p.m to 5:00 p.m

- Practice on another model. Objective: Assess that the trainee shows learning has taken place.

5:00 p.m to 6:00 p.m

- Assessment of the training and Professional Skill Certificate of “eyelash extensions „Stylist” giving.

- Practice on a model.

The LEVEL B date will be defined this day between the teacher and the trainee.

Osé Group France – Telf: + 33 (0)557.770.404

“LASH STYLIST” TRAINING - LEVEL A & B
LEVEL B
1. Training Title: Control of knowledge acquired during Level A and professional practice.
2. Objective LEVEL B: Improvement module of technical, commercial and marketing knowledge.
3. Knowledge or experience required for the LEVEL B: This unit is reserved for the Lashes Stylist who can give proof of the

acquisition of knowledge Level A and a diligent professional practice.
LEVEL B

The THEORETICAL part

from 9:00 a.m to 10:30 a.m

I – Business Approach
- Technical difficulties
- Consultation forms

- Business difficulties
- Customer Objections

- Study market

II – Sales Technique: The 10 steps
III – Metamorphosis: Make the look more attractive thanks to shades, gems and glitters.

LEVEL B

The PRATICAL part

from 10:30 am to 1:00 pm and from 2:00 pm to 6:00 pm

Assessment on a model with:
- Control of knowledges
- Eye beauty enhancement technique
- Makeup techniques for eyelash extension wear.
Practical application – 2 sets – morning and afternoon.

Debriefing and « Professional Skill Certificate of « Lashes Stylist » awarded attesting that the trainee has fulfilled knowledge
control at the end of the training and she is qualified as a lash stylist, within the framework of this activity.
Date of training: To define with the trainee and the training centre. The trainee has to sign an attendance sheet
Time of the Basic training, Level A: 2 consecutive days so 16 hours & LEVEL B: 1 further day, so 8 hours.
Place: Training centre. Level A can be delivered at your salon or home in 1 day respecting certain conditions.
The LEVEL B is only realized in one of our training centres.
Technical and teaching support: The Theoretical part with a projector (manual provided for referral)
The Practical part on models, with massage couch, chair, lighting, side table.
Assessment procedure of knowledge:
LEVEL A: Validation of the application assessed on models. Further assesments possible at a training centre under strict
appointment only made with the trainer.

LEVEL B: Assessment of knowledge and practical improvement necessary in order to validate the Lash Stylist.
Training certification Level A and B: At the end of the LEVEL B, we remit you a professional skills certificate
“Lash Stylist”.
The day of your certification: if you have signed the Osé Network Agreement, free registration of your data on our website
www.osegroup.com in the section “Treatment Location”.

Training Price (Level A and B – 3 days): 430£ not incl. VAT
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